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Transfer of the  [Ferrer] estate by Eumerichus de Santill [?Centelles], lord of Santill, to Bernardus 
Sporis and Sibilie his wife 

 
<1>   Be it known to all that we, Eumerichus de Santill1 , lord of the honour of Santill, for us and all 
our   successors in the castle of Santill  give, swear, grant and perpetually establish and to the proper   
livelihood of the estate of Ferrarius2 de Vilaestau   <2>  to huminius and application and where 
Bernardus Ferrarius and Sibilie your wife and your   successors and heirs of your aforesaid 
Ferrarius perpetual estate of the parish of St Columba de   Vineol, all the estate and settlement 
commonly called Lomas Radals hard by  <3>  the church of St Marie de Vilaestau constituted in the 
aforesaid parish of St Columbe de Vineol.    Provided that all  houses of stone, framework3, brick 
and beams of the same settlement, heating and   other bread and wine4 which appear ?with that 
wine? given by ?right?of birth without the settlement   prior to the aforesaid, with  <4>  all the 
honours which possessed,uninhabited and cultivated, used for vines, trees of diverse species and 
which are possessed there in all   and which will have rpre* thereafter a single wooden   oak 
coppice given ?to? the Ferrarius estate ?and? level pasture lands to the headwaters of  torrential   
waters   entering  <5>   or outgoing by the mountains and boundaries ?singularly? and generally 
with all other unuips to the   lordship of the estate and the associated settlement to protect5 in 
whatsoever manner under   obligation.And from the aforesaid agreeement and application for both 
of you present with this   public legal contract   <6>  perpetual rightful owner in full and bodily 
possession in full legal right for the rights of you and   yours in perpetuity. The following lease 
which the aforesaid agreement you and your successors in perpetuity make with us and our 
successors in the castle of Santill and our successors in   <7>  the said estate of Ferrarius that you 
may hold anunder the lordship and freeman tenure6 from us and   our successors in the castle of 
Santill . With ?thrice? approval in protections perius of protections7   of the produce of the thirty 
days declaration of the legal oath and in other laws and hitibus which are  <8>true and legal the lord 
duly having inheritance in his "free tenure" property under the conditions   below written and 
following.  Since/at any time where the said Bernardus Ferrarius and Sibilie your   wife and your 
successors dwelling in your estate of Ferrarius and you and your heirs dwelling in   your said estate 
of Ferrarius <9>personally and all our successors in perpetuity grant leave and full possession.  
Which the   aforesaid estate with the settlement called Lomas Nadals you and your heirs and 
successors are to   hold in perpetuity with houses and labour services from you and your successors'   
<10>wives proceding  voluntarily and with personal habitation and with fire and  with continual 
residence personally and of persons and with inheritance and with heirs inhabiting the same place. 
Since any time  and you and your heirs and successors who are ever granted leave8 for you and 
them agreeing <11>  and have seen the making of you or them holding the house and houses 
wherever the agreement   ?directs? and stones of the same house beams nalia nut* aforesaid to the 

                                                
1 Alternative spelling "Seintill".  Probably Centelles 
2 Meaning in Latin  "blacksmith".  Probably the estate referred to in subsequent documents as  "Ferrer" 
3 Possibly a lighter construction method than ‘beams’ 
4  Presumably a legal formula, probably giving total ownership of produce as well as structures. 
5 See Note 7 below 
6 Franchus alodium 
7  ‘Protections’ from root word empar-.  See 1359 note 2 
8 Inserted above line  -  see line 32 
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houses wherever agreed   and discovered with the aforesaid bricks and frameworks of this estate 
and settlement to us   individually of which  <12>  to stay at,  to give,  to sell,  to assart/collect9 
which from that time he may retain for grazing  without any impediments from us and ours and our 
successors .  ?Let? you and yours have in the   said place to arrange/construct rafall10 with entrance 
portico or courtyard11 and ditches for works   for your animals wherever pastured  <13>  and from 
you and your successors proceeding voluntarily or not and this be the choice of you   and yours .  
All of which we of the said establishment with houses and any other works ?unless?   from    you 
and your successors proceeding voluntarily and with fire and personal habitation   <14>  with 
continual residence of persons where you and your successors are perpetually established and   
perpetually apply your ploughshares .  To except for12 and all our successors fire and personal   
habitation thenceforward where your existence [on] the said estate of Nathal13.  <15>  Nevertheless 
you and your heirs and successors will render for the said establishment to us and   our successors 
in the castle of Santill in perpetuity annually all customary rents for the said estate   of Nathal which 
stand [ = exist]and deliver annually to the castle of Seintill before  <16>  of such establishment 
other things which have been olahanii to the lordship of the parish and  to    other lordships which 
will have been strongly held by agreement by the estate of Nathal so that   what is customary is 
rendered. And still beyond the said customary rent which is to be rendered   annually by you and  
<17>  yours for the said establishment and you will render in perpetuity to our successors annually 
in   perpetuity at each festival of the Nativity of the Lord and thereafter annually in perpetuity at the   
festival of the Nativity of the Lord twelve denarii Barcelona money forwarded as a money rent   
determined for a personal recognition   <18>  of the goods of the women who henceforward in 
perpetuity live on the estate of Nathal valued at   more than the customary rent of twelve denarii 
greater than other rent neither parties undertaking   the said agreement [between] you and yours 
[and] us and our successors to   <19>  acknowledge nor to be rendered you are held and you may 
hold,  and the said successors and   heirs may hold the said establishment to the pintiu and fidelity 
of us and our successors for what is   ?agreed? above.  And under the conditions ?agreed? above 
you and yours  <20>   may plough the said establishment and reside there as your property in 
perpetuity, to live,  to   hold in peace against all persons and to possess and hold all your property 
from all dues  and ??express outgoings?? made under good obligation to all of our  for incoming  of 
this  <21>  establishment-------we acknowledge -----successors   ----under the same lordship to 
which except the   said ---- not accounted and not ?received? after ---- and ----.  And for the said 
agreement and   residence to---- ---- ----14  <22>  and yours in perpetuity in additional manner they 
are or may be valid15----we give and relinquish for   the said total to you and yours absolutely in 
perpetuity . Permitting the amount to this newly   constituted grant and  dividing ?judicial revenues 
and moneys? and well expressed  <23>   happen the law which prevents deception beyond division 
of specific laws and all other laws ?of   the King? and custom inconsistent ?with the? aforesaid.   To 
which I Bernard Sporis and Sibilla my   wife take ottatis for us and oursfor the said   <24>  
agreement and residence for our property, and of ours to plough and favour in the aforesaid the   
property of the aforesaid most noble lord Eumerichus de Santill with favour,  to act and engage    

                                                
9 Trahenare -  (a) to assart – clear ground with view to agriculture; (b) collect – as in ‘collect rent’ 
10 Possibly related to word for ‘track for driving cattle’  
11 Probably meaning ‘gate and stockyard’ 
12 Excepta -  can also mean ‘as well as’ !!! 
13 Abbreviated word used for "Nativity".  Could refer to a religious establishment  -  see line <18> 
14 Line <21> On crease of parchment, many words illegible. 
15 Valere -  alternate translations “to be able/to be allowed”. 
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where the said noble [lord] in the hand and possession noted  below so that  <25>  publicly and 
personally both the legitimate stipulations and agreement made and received  ?on   your behalf and 
on behalf of? those of his who have or may have an interest in the said rent above,    and to fulfil 
annually what your excellency and your successors  <26>   in perpetuity and which has been said 
and render all the dues and other customary presents   and under full obligation of the relevant law 
existing at the time of this establishment. Permitting   the amount to   all the laws strongly to the 
contrary.  Spoken on this fourth  <27>  day of the month of September  in the year of our Lord One 
thousand CCC and sixty eight.    Si   +   gnature of us Eumerichus de Santillwho agrees, concedes 
and swears this,  saving our rights   of lordship in all.   Si    +     gnature of  Ponai  <28>   the curate  
of the ?bailey? of the castle of Santill who swears this for  the ?bailey?.   Si   +        gnature of the 
said Bernard Ferrariuswho gives assent and swears.  Si     +      gnature of the aforesaid   Sibilie his 
wife  who gives assent and swears        <29>  Witnesses to this are Guillelmus Rosellis,  Raymund 
de Rousai of the castle of Seintill,  and the   venerable Omberius de Villanova  [HOLE]  and 
Bernard de Hostalrich, Esquire       
 
<30>  [Different hand - large letters  -Catalan]16 
 Nog Reymich de Centells fermam ls toses damut dits denra ma ppria salu nre 
drer enrors toses  [GIST – We Reymich de Centells [ =   Eumerichus de Santill] swear the 
aforesaid In our own hand, reserving our proper rights 
 
 
Si  +  gnature of Ponai de Toralis bailiff of the Castle of Santill who swears and 
assents for the ?bailey? 

 

Signature of Berengar de Planis, Rector of the chapel of the Castle of Santill, Master 
of the scriptorium of St Martin d’Seintill, ?for? the Venerable Guillem de Vilario,  
Rector of the same, and notary public of the same, by the authority of the Reverend 
Lord Bishop of Vich, who wrote this with the alteration in the tenth line of licentia 

[grant leave] and authenticates. 
 
 

************** 
PLACENAMES 
 The Castle of Santill and Ferrarius de Vilaestau are discussed above under CENTELLES and 
FERRER respectively.  None of the other place-names can be identified. 

                                                
16 Probably actual hand of Eumerichus de Santill 
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Last Will and Testament of Johannes Sala 

 
 <1> In the name of Christ who customarily preached that whomsoever would come to eternal life 
as  ?the hope? of all, and  who in himself saves and guards and guides to happiness and felicity <2> 
I, Johannes Sala alias1 Soler of the parish of St Michael aforesaid2, diocese of Vich,?being in good  
health? from which  the death of my body ---- <3>  Being still in my good and full possession,  
swear to my legitimate posterity that I give, make and  order this testament which I set down <4>  
and choose validators and executors of this my last testament,  namely Petrus Sala, my father, of the  
parish of St Martin del Brulii <5>  and Salvator Sala alias Februario of the parish of St Michael 
aforesaid to whom as executors of all  my will I give and ?transfer authority? to have full and free 
<6>  powers to take legal action, enforce and receive, and hold all and singular of my goods and 
assets  and to  make quittance and quittances  <7>   of receipt and termination, definite and 
absolute, general and particular, and enter ?binding?  contracts and sue at law.  And to sell and take 
other < 8> ?distraints? for all and each of my goods and assets moveable and immoveable in full  or 
not in full   and with assistance grant,  <9>   or not.  And for those [things] perpetually, also for 
amounts of money.  And under these the modes  and forms of contract and transfer and for the same 
<10>  to be agreed and to be seen to be made.   And to execute perpetually my last testament in full 
as set  out below and which is ordained by me.  <11>  In my inclination and in all I greatly rejoice 
and also direct all my wishes  including my goods  bequeathed and simply for my salvation <12> 
and from the ?basis?  and with[?out?]stipulation construct a monument and a selected effigy as well  
as a tomb for my body outlayed in the Blessed Martin del <13>  Brulii already mentioned and pay 
there in the matter of entombment and ?burial? in acordance with  the usual custom of the parish for 
my fellow parishioners. <14>  Likewise:- I wish on the day of the burial  of my body to have four 
priests with a congregation  who  are  to celebrate masses and all other offices for my soul and for 
?my family? < 15>   and pray  for the faithful departed. Likewise:- I wish on the day of the novena 
four priests with  congregations in other churches do the same <16>  and ?direct? to and of them to 
perform that what is customary in the aforesaid parish.  Likewise:- pay  one ?solidus?for ?candles? 
to the Blessed Michael aforesaid. Likewise:- <17>  pay the days of purgatory to St Michael just 
mentioned VI denarii.   Likewise:- pay whatever---- the church  of  St Martin del Brulii ---- <18>  
Likewise:-, -  I wish at the end of the year there be four priests with other congregations who will  
celebrate masses and all other offices for my soul  < 19>  and repentence for my sins, and for all the 
faithful departed,  and direct them to perform the  customs of the aforesaid parish.   Likewise:-, I 
charge <20> and wish for -----the value of a quarter of corn in baked bread be given to the church 
of St Martin del  Brulii the love of God for the poor <21>  of Christ.  Likewise:- - for my other 
goods moveable and immoveable , material and ?immaterial?,  present or hearafter in the future 
from which <22>  above I bequeath to my general heir, namely Guasparia Sala my legitimate son.  

                                                
1 Otherwise known as 
2 There is no previous reference. 
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If the said Guaspar  <23>  my son is then living,  or not living,  and heirs exist or do not exist,  and 
also die without legitimate   
 
issue or with legitimate or <24>  natural issue who do not come to adult estate,  I bequeath in that 
case and substitute as my  general heirs the  <25>  nearest heirs of the said Guasp[HOLE]  and my 
heirs.  And this is my last will which I affirm and  swear and <26>  which I wish to take effect by 
the testamentary law [HOLE] prevailing, and I wish that it takes,  may, and will take effect under 
testamentary law saving  the codified law,  <27>  or else other laws which have better validity and 
tenure.  Which is done on the fourth day of  February <28>  in the year of the Nativity of the Lord 
one thousand CCCC and fifty eight.   [DIFFERENT INK]  Si    +    gnature  of me, Johannes Sala 
alias Solerii, testator who swears  and <29>  affirms  
 
 <30>     Witnesses to these matters are Bernardus Perseginer of the parish of St Michael  
  aforesaid  and Petrus Baulet of the parish of St Columbe de Vineolis all of the  
  diocese of Vich  
 

 
 
 <31>  Signature  of me, Petrus Salbatius, priest, vicar of the church of St 
Martin de Sintillis,  notary by the authority of the Lord Bishop of Vich <32>  
and the illustrious  Johannes Boqua, rector of that church who testifies to this 

with    the insertion in line xiiii where “'I wish” is inserted and in the final line where “Vich” is 
erased and rewritten. Prepared and Authenticated 
 

*************** 
PLACENAMES 
 Johannes Sala alias Soler <2> and the parish of St Martin del Brulii <4>are discussed in the  
Introduction under SALA.   
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Transfer of Ferrer estate by Guillemus Raymundus de Cintillis, Lord of Cintillis, to Jacobus Serda 
 

[Amended from CERDA No 2 1536, copy of the above in more readable script] 
 

[Cursive script with many words illegible] 
 
 [1536 Introduction]  
 
 <1> THIS IS a true and faithful copy made in Barcelona where it was publicly authenticated and given  
in emphitiosinus and assented, legally registered, neither with reductions nor deletions, nor in any  other -
--- inspected but <2> in all entirely seen and inspected.  The text of it is:  
 
 [1478]  
 
<1> LET IT BE GENERALLY KNOWN that we Raymundus de Cintillis lord of the castle and barony  
of Cintillis, feudal lord of the said castle and direct and freeholding lord of the estate of Ferrer and <2> 
other estates called the estate aglabatus and united19 in the parish of St Columbe de Vineolis in the  
Diocese of Vich, together with the said estate of Ferrer and the estate of Sabater <3> and ?estate of? 
Guitart of the same estate of Ferrer which have been or are joined [in] my  predecessors management, on 
account of the decease of heirs who universally have ceased being  present in the flesh, the said estates 
<4> having been in habitation in vacancy20,  and in ---- for which we many times settled up for the legal  
rentals due to us as well as the Crown,  creating many <5> liabilities to us and -my predecessors for 
eternity, in respect of which we used the said estates to  establish to us and to let stand.  Therefore I and 
my successors benefit in <6> this, regarded, known and attended freely, and from my certain 
appropriation21 through us and all my  heirs and successors whomsoever,  manifestly improving, having,  
holding,  and for all time <7> possessing  in peace the establishment and emphitiosinus, we give and 
concede to you Jacobus  Serda of the parish of St Quirinius ?Satagia? Diocese of Vich, in person an 
inhabitant in the said  parish of St <8> Columbe de Vineolis, the same being present and accepting,  and 
to you and to whom you wish in  perpetuity to you nevertheless for similarities and of your ----in that 
estate of Ferrer and the estate of  Sabater and the estate of <9> Guitard called the estate of Ferrer entire 
and aglabatus and all other estates of the same, united and  aglabatus, and all possessions of your estates 
and anyone whomsoever of ours as far as <10> ?the strip of land? which ?is in? the said parish. [1536 
INSERT  This foundation which is elsewhere  ?including? mountains which ?are mountainous?, timbered 
with oak coppices, with trees,  vineyards and  wheatfields  and in their boundaries of lands and 
                                                
19 The formula “aglabatus and united” may refer to dispersed properties united in one ownership. The  agla - element of 
aglabatus  may be a contraction of agricultura-  for which there is warrant in a later document, but the suffix –batus cannot be 
identified.  If this is the case the word may mean something like ‘cultivated’. 
20 Presumably relates to vacancy in ownership 
21 Alternative translation “enfeoffment”  - feudal grant of land.  Possibly could refer to grant by Crown on extinction of 
original family 
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possessions.  This therefore] <11> which is established and granted in emphitiosinus, we the said 
Guillemus Raymundus de Cintillis  make and concede to you the said Jacobus Serda and yours aforesaid 
for the better ?expression? of  ownership and understanding  <12> of the payment and good 
understanding of you and your aforesaid successors under this agreement  and contract, conditions, and 
exceptions, which you and your aforesaid successors for which  ?advances?which you  establish <13> 
and for all improvements which you and yours in these things release, ensure and permit us and our  
successors one hundred solidi Barcelona money ?as provided by law? in whatever way annually in  
perpetuity fulfilled <14>  at the next coming feast of the Nativity of the Lord and should be thereafter 
annually without  exception in perpetuity at the same date indefinitely.  And you and yours are to hold the 
said estates  in good condition and to work the same <15> and to perform for the houses and to the houses 
in such a way that you and yours  perform the  actions in the estate of Ferrer and ----- personal residence 
and in fidelity to us.  Which from  thence where we have a third part sworn <16> foriscapia22 and other 
rights and ?enclosures?which have simple and entire property ---- or to be  under obligation to have in 
law and in consent in his free and entire freehold possession.  In these  things  <17> you or yours 
aforesaid,  other successors,lord or lady, are not to undertake nor advocate unless our  estate and our 
aforesaid successors permit you and yours after thirty days from which   <18> [us and ours ---- --- 
DELETED 1478  STET 1536] which you undertake [INSERTED 1478  aforesaid  which you establish and 
in emphitiosinus we grant of the penalty and consent],  and grant to  sell in distraint and exchange or 
otherwise to transfer/alienate of yours or associates and of the  wives reserving notwithstanding to us 
always and ?forward to? the  aforesaid successors the said  rent of <19> one hundred solidi annually 
without exception in perpetuity to be paid at the said feast of the  Nativity of the Lord and others by right 
and lordship sworn and acknowledged thirty days to us  and my successors competent and  <20> of 
competence.  For incomings23 ?to Christ? of this establishment and grant and concession in  
emphitiosinus we are acknowledged to have had and to have received two pairs of good  and  acceptable 
hens24. And <21> therefore limiting the exception of the said two pairs of hens for incomings aforesaid 
not to have  and not to recover. And fraudulently oppose taking action and all other of these rights given  
and remitted to you and <22> yours if what the aforesaid which is established to you with the addition in 
valid manner or rather  will be valid henceforth for rent and incomings as aforesaid.   In the above we the 
said Gilliemus  Reymudus de Cintillis chartering and granting <23> to you the said Jacobus Serda 
aforesaid that which is established to you and agreed and we bind in  emphitiosinus and grant one and  all 
works and improvements which you and yours undertake in it <24> And on my part we make you and 
yours to the said rent and ?enclosures? to hold hereditarily and in  party to the settlement and to possess in 
peaceful form perpetually against all persons.  And the  rights of the agreement between us and you 
initiated and  <25>  in connection in that which follow clearly,which if anyone, or rather any person 
associated with  the aforesaid which is established to you has the better right of ownership which you and 

                                                
22 Liability to pay a tax for leave to alienate a holding 
23 Payment on entering an agreement or taking over a property 
24 A token payment. [ cf. "peppercorn rent"] over and above the money involved..  Byzantine treaties with Arabs c. 8-10 Cent. 
often specify ‘tribute’ in six  figure sums of gold pieces,  plus ‘one slave and one horse’. 
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l

the  aforesaid <26> person clearly at the time of the petitioning for a legal action or rather demanding a 
lawsuit in  opposition against your making ---- which the same legitimately would have been  approved  
from  their rights    And you or <27> yours abovementioned cease having,  which we shall be held to you 
and yours always to the oath  and legal ?issue of the deed?of and from the restitution of allcosts and 
penalties, and legal interest <28> etcetera,  with all works and improvements which you and yours have 
undertaken in that place.   And as said above all and each delivery and engagement,  holding and 
observing we oblige you <29> and yours that all and each of my goods, moveable and immoveable, 
wherever held and by  whomsoever  held by whatever manner and priveleged right.  To this I, the said 
Jacobus Serda  aforesaid <30> freely accept  and  of right ---- I entrust and promise to you, the said noble, 
that I will improve and  [pay] the said rent  of one hundred solidi aforesaid finally at the feast of the 
Nativity of the  Lord <31> each year  without exception which is expressed above and other conditions,  
retentions,  and  agreements now set out well and in full  expressed as above.  And as aforesaid all  <32> 
and each completion,  engagement,  swearing and observing, I bind you and yours especially and  
expressly  right of emphitiosinus to me from this contract as it stands. . And generally all <33>  and each 
of my goods moveable and immoveable wherever held or by whomsoever held in  whatever fashion and 
by whatever priveleged right.  And so that there may be a written record and a  promise in good faith,  we 
the said  <34>  Gillemus Raymudus de Cintillis on one part and Jacobus Serda on the other are in 
agreement and  again and besides the undersigned notary as if publicly in person which in any case the 
agreement <35> we will have,  hold,  and observe our and your stipulations and legitimate receipts as 
aforesaid all and each which ---- aforesaid above  always in the rightful proportion moreover swearing 
<36> and our heirs and successors will have, hold, and observe and defent against thousands or rather 
will  defend or rather defend against any manner of legal case or  argument <37> And our deed/charter of 
the said agreeement which comes and is made from this,  they are to  possess two public legal copies for 
which one at least of our agreeement is to be ?deposited? with the undersigned notary.   This is done 
<38> in the parish of St Columba de Vineolis on the fourth day of the month of January [1536]  
November] in the year of the Lord one thousand four hundred and seventy eight.   Si  + + +        gnature 
of the noble Gillemus Raymudus de Cintillis establisher and Jacobus Serda the aforesaid  acceptor who 
assents, makes oath and swears to this  <39> Witnesses to these things are the illustrious Jacobus 
Casademunt  priest, vicar of the church of St Columba de Vineolis and Miguhel [1536 Michael] Nanoso 
of the said noble house <40>and Salvator Vomire of the same parish of St Columba de Vineolis and 
Diocese of Vich 
 

 

Signature of me, Jacobus Casademunt, priest, Regent of the Vicar of 
Saint Columba de Vineolis, the illustrious Johannes Elen, priest,  

leasing on rent the said church, <42>and notary public of the said parish 
by authority of the Venerable Lord Bishop of Vich.  Who ?copied? the writing of this instrument, and 
swears, not yet notating abbreviations of the same.<43> I wrote, notarized and collected in this public 
form.  I wrote and authenticated, inserting in line xviii [18] where it is said “to make declaration 

V
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aforesaidwhich you undertake and in emphitiosinus we grant of the penalty and consent” and in xxiiii[24] 
where “in things” is placed  
 
[1536 attestations] 
 

 
 

 
************** 

PLACENAMES 
 Sabater <2> and Guitard <8> appear to be parts of the Ferrer estate.  Sabater means "shoemaker" 
in modern Catalan.  Whether this has any relation to the estate name is not clear but is unlikely as this is 
not a conspicuous local reference point like a smithy. 

Signature of Petrus 
Celitons by royal 
authority notary 
public of Barcelona 
witness 

Signature of 
Paulus Renard by 
royal authority 
notary public of 
Barcelona 
witness 

Signature of me ?Franciscus? Geraldus Fosassot, royal scribe,  by royal 
authority notary public of Barcelona.  Who transcribed this from the above 
original as a true copy and attest it was verified word for word, compared 
and authorized so that the above notated agreement [which] I wrote, made 
and authenticated in Barcelona on the fourth day of February in the year of 
the Nativity of the Lord One thousand Five hundred and thirty Six 
 


